Celebrate Your Independence With a BANG!!!
503-490-8226
Full Service
24/7
Incall/Outcall

Sinfull Addictions
Dynamite comes in small & large packages...
no limitations & no set fees
Couples Welcomed
No Gender Discrimination
503.667.2957
Always seeking uninhibited specialists to join our team

$100
(503) 330-6081

Older Gentlemen Preferred
35+
Outcall
971-275-4918
Not an agency

Helping Hands for Hire
Erotic Rubdowns and so much more!
ask for: Janey
(503) 808-0740

Mandy the Eskimo
Cum get wet w/me....
$100
24/7
40 MIN. Special

Nikki
Fetishes & Fantasies
503 975.7851

Butterfly
I'm really nice looking...
full service
$150
incall/outcall
(503) 309-5834

Vanessa
incall/outcall
503-927-3587

Sweet Succulent Freak
You Want It? I Got It!
24/7
Incall/Outcall
503.553.9865

Horny Little Devil
•
503 282 0260

Sexy Housewife
503-452-4454

Dorothy and Friends
Women Who Know How to Please
30's
40's
50's
Outcall
Serving Portland, Vancouver, Salem Areas
(503) 287-0279

Let us bring the Gentlemen's Club to you.

Butterfly

Fetishes & Fantasies

26 | july - exotic pullout
GOOD GIRLS GO TO HEAVEN,
BAD GIRLS GO EVERYWHERE!

featuring
Angel Eyes

503.282.0260

INDEPENDENT • OUTCALL • 24/7

E-MAIL: pdxangeleyes@yahoo.com

Love
Pretty Feet?
(503) 287-2197

Naughty or Nice...
Any way you like it, I got it!
Satisfaction Guaranteed
No Questions!!!
24/7 Incall/Outcall
503.516.9480

Lisa

22 yrs old
Outcall $200/hr.

503-546-3356

Attention
Dancers, Lingerie models and all ladies
who love $$$ Make more money working
for a discreet, safe, legal escort service
here in Portland.
Style and class a must.

Call Ashley at:
503 772 2003
for more information

Fodora

100% Independent
24/7
503-762-4966
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Cheley
Cum See Me
From Behind
incall/outcall
24/7
EarlyBird Special

503-761-7421

Nikki
503 381 5013

Amber & Alex
Late Night
Any way You Want It!
Anything Goes
Satisfaction Guaranteed
503-274-0989

Lisa
503 752 2197

Outcall Only
Dina
Gentlemen Preferred
$250
503-548-4052

Hot and Sexy
Sensual Rubdown

503.421.2790

Holly
Hot, Horny, & Bothered
Let's Get Wet!!!
No Questions???
24/7
Incall/Outcall
503-254-8339
featuring Ricki
Get ready for the ride of your life!

COWBOYS WANTED

24/7

No Regrets
Incall/Outcall

503.284.3214

I'm Friendly, patient, affectionate, and accommodating. For the satisfaction of erotic excellence for guys, girls, and couples 24/7.

Royal Massage

503 891-9277

503 753 8482

503 517.0924

503.777.8223

503.810.3409
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Persian Love
Jade 4 U

503.884.1806

Bren
Ethnic Beauty
Are you ready? Because I am!
Serious inquiries only.
971.533.0107

I got what you need!
Autumn

503-287-0485

Lucille
Actual Photo
$180
34B
Hotels Preferred
Independent
Outcall
503-808-9041

Lisa
Young Asian
Bachelor Parties
Incall/Outcall
503-901-1067
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SHE-MALES
Tran-Sexuals
DISCREET & CONFIDENTIAL
222-5700

As Seen on TV

PASSABLE MODELS
HERMAPHRODITE
SUBMISSIVE
DOMINATE
FETISHES

DISCREET & CONFIDENTIAL
222-6969

Call me any time...
You won't regret it!

SHE-MALES
TransSexuals
‘Portland’s largest selection of functional She-Males living as women!’

Briana
Cum play!

Tired of Rip Offs?
No Disappointments!
SE 82nd
incall/outcall
Actual Photo
of Mia
Full Service
503-757-8085

Danielle

As Seen on TV

Horny??
So am I...
let’s get
down and dirty!

503-254-8339

503 777 8223

503 901 1067

503 548 4001

(503) 252-5597

34 July - exotic pullout
Asha Rai
Sweetest, Hottest
Multi Talented
Asian Tr/She-Male
in Town
Body Massage/
Full Service/ Pure
Pleasure Happy Endy...
Actual Photo...
Actual Fun...
Available 24/7
incall/outcall
1st timers are welcome!
503 475 5030

Come Play With
Summer
24/7
Independent
(503) 287-2197

Actual Photo
Outcall
$225

Tonya
Outcall

Sexy Lexy
incall
outcall
24/7
Full Service
503-762-6742
After Hours II

with Chase Marie
“porn starlet”
24/7 • Not An Agency
Incall/Outcall
Beautiful, Elegant and Talented

(503)284-3214
(direct)
Among our high-school memories, the dream of banging a teacher ranks high. I recall one sleek babe who nailed a math teacher in her senior year. He was a young, good-looking dude in his first year of teaching at Lincoln High—thus, as soon as the school year kicked in, rumors of possible transgressions on his part were of much greater interest than any algebra equations he scratched on the blackboard. He played it cool, and despite the whispers in the boys’ locker room, nobody really knew if the guy was canoodling one of the pubescent dolls bouncing through Lincoln’s hallways. Toward the end of the year, he got a bit reckless. This tall, slender senior who made a point of telling her friends she preferred hanging out with older guys was frequently spotted leaning over his desk, requesting help to get her through trigonometry. I suspect she aced the class. In any case, he ended up quitting and married her a year later. As far as I know, he was not forced out of the school system and there was no scandal. Guess the guy got what he wanted at Lincoln and moved on to a higher-paying job.

For my part, I had my eyes on a cute English teacher who made us diagram sentences. Now this was back in the late fifties, but even then teaching grammar by diagramming sentences was considered old-school. Maybe that is still a good way to learn grammar, but for sure diagramming sentences locked down any talk of her interest in high-school boys. No rumors about her circulating around. No teacher nookie for me.

Sadly, Fuck the Teacher from Excalibur Films fails to convey the reality of a teacher-student fuckfest. I can go for a teacher sucking off a student, which is the main theme in this DVD, but a busty teacher with a tattoo giving a blow job? I don’t know. Has there ever been a teacher in a home room sporting a tattoo?

On top of that, this director, Martin Del Toro, is best know for having his porn dolls take a load in their mouths and then spitting it out on the camera lens. No doubt there’s a niche market here of fans who dig cum-spitters, but it’s not my thing. She opens her mouth wide, cranks her head back and forth like a piston, the dick’s driving all the way down her throat, the load pops, then suddenly she turns her head to the side and lets the glob fly. “See ya, my job’s done.”

A former high-school gymnastics champ, Lexie Marie, offers herself up as an anxious cheerleader in need of students, teachers or any other guy on the block in Extreme Close Up: Lexie from Vivid. This is top-notch for reliving that old high-school dream. Moving past high school, Sweetheart from Sin City is at times a fairly decent spoof on the price of celebrity fame. Lauren Phoenix and Steven St. Croix play a pair of TV stars who split up and then trash each other on TV talk shows. Great sex scenes throughout and the fake anguish offered up by Lauren blabbing before the cameras is priceless. Smother Me, directed by Uncle D, known as the “Canadian Ass Man,” comes with a high recommendation from John “Buttman” Stagliano. In fact, he produced this DVD from Evil Angel. A few years back, Stagliano discovered Uncle D’s ass-fetish website and was so impressed with the face-sitting, he hooked up with Uncle D and brought forth this DVD. Lotta big butt in here for the boys who like it supersized.

Finally, I’ll take this opportunity—again—to plug my memoir, Vanilla Slim, published under my real name, Bob Armstrong. You can pick it up at Borders, Barnes & Noble, Powell’s or hopefully your neighborhood bookstore. A book reviewer in the New York Post said, “Armstrong is a wannabe hipster journalist, an overage white pimp, speed freak and convicted felon. In short: a loser.”

I am a loser, but it feels great to get a book published and trashed by reviewer in the Big Apple.
The Viewpoint
The Northwest’s Largest Gentlemen’s Lounge

THE EXOTIC EVENT OF THE YEAR!

- Fire Shows,
- Magicians,
- NFL Alumni,
- Prize Giveaways,
- Free Limousine Valet,
- Pornstar VIP Shows
& Much More!

★ Meet Adult Film Stars
★ Customer Voting, so come ready to pick your girl!
★ Free giveaways ALL night long!
★ Drink Specials ALL night long!
★ Free table dances!

HOSTED BY ADULT FILM STAR
KIM CHAMBERS

★ FULL BAR ★ FULL MENU ★ LIMO PACKAGES
★ ALL LOTTERY GAMES ★ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET ★
★ BACHELOR & BACHELORETTE PARTY PACKAGES ★

8102 NE KILLINGSWORTH ST.
FIVE MINUTES FROM THE PDX AIRPORT
(503) 254-0191 ★ WWW.PORTLANDSVIEWPOINT.COM
THE COUNTDOWN HAS STARTED!

2006
TOP FEMALE ENTERTAINER
OF THE YEAR

GRAND FINALE
FRIDAY, JULY 14TH

Winner gets $5k in cash & prizes, the crown, a trip to Vegas, magazine spread, fame, & much more!

Customer voting & celebrity judges.
No in-house judging.
Call (503) 254-0191 to pre-register. Open to ALL female NW entertainers

SPONSORED BY ★ JEFFERSON THEATER ★
★ G&C SEWING & DANCERWEAR ★ SX MAGAZINE ★
Medical science is still unsure why men stick foreign objects up their asses. They know that in many cases, it is for the erotic stimulation of the juicy prostate gland that nestles only a couple inches inside the anus. In other instances, it is for masochistic psychological reasons that may only be helped by a psychiatric professional and/or an exorcist. Perhaps it is for both reasons—a sloppy combination of lust and self-loathing. Or it may happen for spiritual reasons that we human peons, in our arrested evolutionary phase, would never be able to comprehend.

What IS known is that many men stick all manner of things inside their asses. And oftentimes, these things disappear down the bottomless rectal pit, causing intense pain and requiring an emergency-room visit. Medical journals are stuffed to the point of bloating with accounts of “rectal foreign bodies” lodged hopelessly up the bunghole and how they were ultimately removed. These stories—seemingly so outlandish that a skeptical mind would dismiss them as urban legends if they hadn’t been so exhaustively documented—vary as widely as the array of objects than can potentially fit inside a human rectum. One thing unites them—they are all funny.

Ironically, the rectal-foreign-body story—which has burrowed far deeper inside the American consciousness than any other—the one involving gerbils—has never been conclusively documented and must be presumed to be the stuff of fable.

Long rumored to be a favorite practice of gay men, “gerbilling” or “gerbil-stuffing” is said to employ one live rodent, either shaved or not depending on who’s telling the story. In most accounts, the gerbil is declared to avert rectal tearing. A tube is nudged into the rectum, and the gerbil is then placed into the tube, whereupon he trots up into the dark moist anal canal, dancing the Macarena on the prostate gland until he suffocates and his dead body plops out during the host’s next bowel movement.

I first heard of gerbilling while living in Philadelphia in the early 1980s. A local news anchor, Jerry Penacoli, was said to have visited an emergency room to dislodge a gerbil that had become trapped inside his tush during some homosexual slap-and-tickle with a gay lover. Although never confirmed, the rumor did irreparable damage to Penacoli’s career.

Similar rumors about public figures emerged nationwide throughout the 1980s, culminating in the most famous gerbilling legend of all, that involving actor Richard Gere. It has been long rumored that he was admitted to an LA emergency room for gerbil-extraction. In one version, the gerbil was his own pet, named “Tibet.”

Avid researchers, including Mike Walker from the National Enquirer, were unable to come up with even a morsel of evidence to corroborate the story. The most plausible origination of the myth involves a faxed hoax letter reputedly from the ASPCA accusing Gere of “gerbil abuse” shortly after the film Pretty Woman was released in 1990. The fax was faxed throughout Hollywood, and a legend was born. When confronted by Barbara Walters in 1991 about “salacious rumors,” Gere responded with a Zenlike, “If I am a cow and someone says I’m a zebra, it doesn’t make me a zebra.” OK, Rich, FINEx—your’re not a cow. And no one’s calling you a zebra. But DID YOU STUFF A GERBIL IN YOUR ASS?

An extreme, and obviously false, version of the gerbilling legend involves two male homosexuals who panic when the tiny beast apparently becomes trapped inside one partner’s rectum, causing the other partner to light a match in search of it. The flame ignites intestinal gas, causing the match-holder’s eyebrows and hair to be scorched.

Due to the gerbilling legend’s popularity, someone has undoubtedly attempted to do it—but researchers are unsure if it actually works or whether said procedure ever went awry to the point where it necessitated a 911 call or hospital visit. The American Hospital Association even published a book that included the phrase “rectal mass—gerbils” under the category of emergency-room procedures that require 25 minutes to perform. But when an investigator contacted the physician who authored the section in question, he laughed and said the editors must have slipped the joke in the manuscript before it went to press.
A CANDID DISCUSSION OF GERBILS AND OTHER THINGS PEOPLE REPORTEDLY CRAM HOPELESSLY UP THEIR ASSES

But fret not, my lonely and inadequate reader—I’m about to dazzle your eyes and delight your mind with a staggering array of true rectal-foreign-body stories. Medical annals fart forth a disgusting brown cloud of real items really extracted from the real anuses of real men: glass items such as bottles, tumblers, cups, and lightbulbs...all manner of phallic fruits and veggies ranging from...parsnips to plantains...kitchen appliances including spoons, ice picks, and tin cups...sporting objects such as baseballs, tennis balls, and even (ouch!) billboard balls...candles, curling irons, and flashlights...axe handles and broomsticks...animal-related items such as a pig’s tail, a steer’s horn, a “kangaroo tumor,” and a frozen fish...seemingly improbable artifacts such as a pair of eyeglasses, a mannequin’s fist and forearm, and a plastic bag containing fish hooks...and, yes, even vibrators and dilators. One complainant’s ass contained jeweler’s saws—twenty-nine of them at once. In three extreme cases—involving a shoe horn, a twenty-two-ounce toolbox, and a two-pound rock—rectal foreign bodies have been known to cause death.

Short of mortality, the aspiring rectal inserter risks permanent muscle and nerve damage, infection due to mixing blood with shit, and even scar formation which can prevent him from ever having a satisfying BM again. Victims are understandably loath to admit why they were shoving things so far up their poop chute that they became stuck. Older men often claim that they were innocently massaging their prostate or dislodging impacted feces when the big OOPS happened. And there’s a surfeit of “accidental” sitting upon large objects which somehow penetrated their anuses to the point of no return. In their selfishly pathetic quest to spare the subject any further humiliation, medical journals tend to avoid identifying factors such as the victim’s name and location. Still, we can all enjoy a belly laugh at the following true stories:

• A 65-year-old man admitted himself into an emergency room with a peanut-butter jar stuck inside his ass. He claimed that while washing his dog in the shower, he slipped and fell directly onto the jar, which became lodged deep inside his tuchis.

• A 69-year-old married man claimed that a toothbrush became irretrievably lodged inside his rectal canal after he was using it to scratch his hemorrhoids.

• A 65-year-old married man claimed that a toothbrush became irretrievably lodged inside his rectal canal after he was using it to scratch his hemorrhoids.

• A 20-year-old man in Bulgaria was rushed to an emergency room with extreme pain. Doctors found an oven mitt inside his rectum. He suffered rectal perforation not from the mitt, but from a stick he employed to “introduce” the item inside himself.

• An X-ray revealed that a 50-year-old man had inserted a twenty-inch live eel inside of his most special of places, ostensibly to relieve constipation. The eel caused rectal bleeding and was removed by surgeons.

• A 58-year-old man underwent surgery to have a soda bottle removed from his colon. Two years earlier, he had undergone surgery for exactly the same thing.

• Acting on a drunken dare, a 54-year-old man used shaving cream as a lubricant to insert a 100-watt lightbulb inside himself. He walked around for two days until extreme pain during urination brought him into the hospital. Physicians removed the lightbulb intact.

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM ALL THIS? Unless you’re an idiot, you should have been born with the wisdom not to stuff lightbulbs up your doody-hole, so I’ll stop short of using the hackneyed “Don’t try this at home.” But we can learn, once more, to laugh at the misfortunes of others. Although perhaps not as extreme as the stories of the man who, “feeling depressed,” stuck a lit firecracker in his ass, nor the man who committed suicide by firing a pistol up his rectum, these stories mine rich nuggets of humor. And laughing at others is often the only way to feel better about ourselves.
APPEARING EXCLUSIVELY AT:

ANGEL’S CLOUD 9
8435 SE DIVISION • 503.775.6659

KANDY’S SCHEDULE: MON-SAT 12PM–6PM
TO SCHEDULE AN APPT. PLEASE CALL 503.422.8652
ARIES March 21 – April 19
You might actually keep your pants on this month, Mars has moved into the sex-phobic sign of Virgo. You’ll be feeling somewhat prudish and very particular. You’ve got some bizarre and erotic expectations that need to be met if anyone’s going to be able to get naked with you.

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Virgo

TAURUS April 20 – May 20
Well, Venus is moving into Cancer on the 18th, making your sap so sticky no one will be able to escape. Apparently some people are into that clingy kind of affection, so try to save it for them. You’re super-sensitive right now, so avoid situations that put your emotions at risk.

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Libra

GEMINI May 21 – June 20
Venus will hanging out in your sign for most of the month, so you just might be convinced you’ve found one of those soul-mates you’ve been looking for. But that’s only going to seem like a good idea for a minute; Mercury has gone crazy this month and your Gemini mind definitely won’t stay focused on one piece of ass for long.

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Leo

CANCER June 21 – July 22
I’m sure a part of you would like to believe that the glyph representing your sign has something to do with oral sex. Wrong. Really, how many Cancers give good head? But fortunately, the sun is passing through your sign and overheating your crab shell. Now is the time to expose your sexy underbelly and do something to make up for all that faulty fellatio. Oh, and happy birthday!

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Capricorn

LEO July 23 – August 22
So the sun is going to be stuck in Cancer this month, pissing out most of your flame and leaving you all emotional and moody. Poor, poor Leo, just keep yourself in the center of attention and no one will get hurt.

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Gemini

VIRGO August 23 – September 22
Your guiding force Mercury has lost its mind this month, so get ready to be the biggest basket case you’ve ever been. Aside from all your neuroses, Mars has started a fire in your chastity belt. You could either beat this one out yourself or call the fire department for some help.

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Aries

LIBRA September 23 – October 22
Well, Libra, Venus will be entering the sign of Cancer on the 18th. Get ready for a serious wave of emotion that might tip your balanced scales. You may actually get a little needy and jealous. Your favorite sexy style is probably spooning.

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Taurus

SCORPIO October 23 – November 22
Go for the goo! Jupiter will be going direct the 6th, hopefully giving you a little ambition and a lucky streak. Stop punishing yourself, Scorpio, its time to share your sexy!

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Sagittarius

SAGITTARIUS November 22 – December 21
Jupiter’s in Scorpio this year, getting you sexually inspired, so I’m sure you’ve been brooding on some serious philosophies of sexy. Life should be getting a little easier on the 6th when Jupiter goes direct again. You’ll be back on the hunt for that good orgasm, so good luck, really, I hope you find one.

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Scorpio

CAPRICORN December 22 – January 19
There’s a full moon for you on the 10th. Get ready to drop your drawers and put your booty in the air; it’s time to expose yourself. Let all those things you repress come out under the light of this Capricorn moon.

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Cancer

AQUARIUS January 20 – February 18
Well, Aquarius, Neptune and Uranus still have you all fucked-up. Really, you might find yourself eating some ass when you really think you just have a mouth full of nuts. You’ve totally lost your unique sense of direction, so I’m advising you not to follow your nose.

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Pisces

PISCES February 19 – March 20
So I’m guessing your imagination has reached some new level of bizarre that even shocks you. When trying out your latest fetish, be cautious and make sure no one gets hurt.

Sign That Thinks You’re Sexy: Aquarius
The Girls of exotic
Brought to you by pdxblackbook.com

Tyler

Tyson
WOW!

For the 1st time ever,

When you order
Exotic Dancer’s
NEW 2006/2007
ADULT NIGHTCLUBS GUIDE
you NOW get the
Exotic Dancer VIP Club card
ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Get your very own
Exotic Dancer VIP Club Card,
good for free admission,
half-price admission,
a free drink and/or other
special discounts
at more than 750
topless and nude
Gentlemen’s Clubs in the
United States, Canada and
even overseas.

And, you’ll also get the
Adult Nightclubs Guide
BOTH for one low price.
WHAT A DEAL!

For just $24.95 (plus S&H) get the Guide AND VIP Club Card

Order today by calling 1.800.2EXOTIC or visit www.ExoticDancer.com
Hazel
Check my schedule online
www.pdxblackbook.com/hazel

Join the PDX Black Book and keep abreast of the Portland’s amazing exotic dancer community!

“This site just kicks ass!”
DDave ~ Colorado

“Staying in touch rules...”
jbox ~ Portland

“Sign up. I dare you...”
Hazel ~ Portland

www.pdxblackbook.com
If you’re interested in being a part of the PDX Black Book call 503-515-1905
SALEM

THE FIREHOUSE
5782 Portland Road NE
(503) 393-6782
Full Bar, Full Menu, Lottery
11am - 2am / 7 Days

STARS CABARET
103 Weston O’NE (503) 370-8063
Full Bar, Full Menu, Sports Room, 4 Stages
Mon - Sat 11am - 2:30am, Sun 4pm - 2:30am

CHEETAH’S
3453 Silverton Road
(503) 391-6901
Juice Bar, Special Shows
6pm - Close / 7 Days

BOB’S ADULT BOOKS
3815 State Street
(503) 363-3846
Adult Books, Videos, 63 Ch Arcade, And Mini-theatre
Open - 2am / 7 Days

SPICE VIDEO
3473 Silverton Road
(503) 370-7080
Videos, Magazines, Multi-Ch. Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
155 Lancaster Drive Se
(503) 585-8288
Videos, Magazines, Multi-Ch. Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
3110 River Road
(503) 390-4371
Videos, Magazines, Multi-Ch. Arcade
10am - Midnight / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
3550 Commercial St Se
(503) 763-6754
Videos, Magazines, Multi-Ch. Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
2410 Mission St S
(503) 763-3556
Videos, Magazines, Multi-Ch. Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

LA DONNA’S EXOTIC LOUNGE
1420 Commercial St N
(503) 371-9011
Full Bar, Full Menu, 2 Stages
Mon - Sat 11am - 2:30am, Sun 4pm - 2:30am

EUGENE

SILVER DOLLAR CLUB
2520 W 9th Ave
(541) 488-2500
Beer & Wine, Food, Dancers W / 3 Stages
Mon - Sat 11am - 2:30am, Sun 4pm - 2:30am

B&B DISTRIBUTORS
710 S 11th Ave
(541) 488-0199
Videos, Arcade, Clothing, Novelties, Viewing Room (No Cash Or Be Wasted)
24 Hours / 7 Days

FANTASYLAND
2727 Willamette
(541) 345-5065
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Lingerie & Corsets
24 Hours / 7 Days

THE NILE
1050 Highway 99
(541) 488-1849
Beer, Food, Dancers
Mon - Sun 10am - 2:30am

ADULT SHOP
290 River Road
(541) 488-4611
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT SHOP
730 Goff Road
(541) 365-2873
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

SPRINGFIELD

CASTLE MEGASTORE
2375 Gateway
(541) 999-5226
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Novelties, Clothes
Sun - Thu 10am - 9pm, Fri & Sat 10am - 9pm

EXCLUSIVELY ADULT
1166 South K Ave
(541) 724-6899
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Novelties, Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

SHAKERS BAR AND GRILL
1195 Main Street
(541) 736-5177
Full Bar, Full Menu, Dancers
Noon - 2:30am Daily

THE DALLES

ADULT SHOP
3306 W 6th
(541) 298-1874
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade
Mon - Sat 10am - 9pm / 7 Days

BEND

STARS CABARET
197 Ne Third St
(503) 386-4081
Full Bar, Full Menu, Beautiful Dancers
Call For Hours

IMAGINE THAT
197 Ne Third St
(503) 312-8100
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Body Jewelry, Novelty Gifts
24 Hours / 7 Days

CASTLE MEGASTORE
1113 Progress Drive
(541) 688-0430
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Novelties, Clothes
9am - 1am / 7 Days

THE OFFICE
3 South Broadway
(541) 772-4079
Full Bar, Full Menu
Mon - Fri Noon - 2am, Sat & Sun 3pm - 2am

ADULT SHOP
261 Barnett Road
(541) 773-3220
Videos, Magazines, Books, Novelties, Arcade
24 Hours / 7 Days

ADULT LAND
2725 South Pacific Highway
(541) 770-5493
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Novelties, Arcade
Mon - Thu 10am - 10pm,Fri & Sat 10am - Mid. Sunday 10am - 6pm

ADULT SHOP
3340 North Pacific Highway
(541) 774-9584
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Novelties, Clothes
Mon - Thu 10am - 1pm, Fri & Sat 10am - 10pm
Closed 10am Sundays

ASTORIA

ANNIE’S UPTOWN TAVERN
2897 Marine Drive
(503) 325-1102
Beer & Wine, Dancers, Full Menu, Liquor
Mon - Sat 4pm - 2am

LINCOLN CITY

IMAGINE THAT II
2139 Nw Hwy 101
(541) 998-6600
Videos, Magazines, Toys, Body Jewelry, Novelty Gifts
Sun - Thu 10am - 10pm, Fri & Sat 10am - 10pm

SUNNY VALLEY

CLUB 71
105 Old Stage Rd
(541) 761-5813
2 Stages, Full Bar, Full Menu
Mon - Th 6pm - Mid, Fri - Sat 6pm - 2am

503.241.4317 PHONE
503.241.7239 FAX
xmag@xwest.net

DID WE MISS A LOCATION? LET US KNOW!
503.241.4317 PHONE
503.241.7239 FAX
xmag@xwest.net
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